
CHI-LEBENSKRAFT	 	 (The Power of  Chi) - The ancient Chinese secrets to everlasting beauty and health, with illustrations, 
published 1994 by Peter Erd (Germany).

FENG SHUI	 	 How to live a healthy and happy life through the ancient Chinese teachings of  harmony, with illu-
strations, published 1996 by Heyne (Germany).

.

DAS BUDDHISTISCHE ! Das Buddhistische Buch von der Liebe (The Buddhist Book of  Love) - An epic, readers will enter the 
hall of  love and learn the secret of  true love without selfishness through enchanting wisdom, with my 
illustrations of   water color and brush paintings, published 1997 by Lübbe (Germany).

BODY FENG SHUI   	 	 How to recognize the right partner at first sight using the same principles of  Feng Shui and the five 
elements theory, known in ancient China as Ming Xiang Xue, with illustrations, published 1999 by 
Heyne (Germany).

THE BAMBOO ORACLE	 Confucian Wisdom for Every Day. Great wisdoms based on the teachings of  Confucius that offer 
guidance on how to lead a happy and healthy life, with my illustrations of  water color bamboo pain-
tings,  published 1999 by Hugendubel/Bertelsmann Club (Germany).

DAS KLEINE BUCH VOM FENG SHUI 	 (The Little Book of  Feng Shui) - A small guidance on how to live healthily through the ancient Chi-
nese teaching of  harmony, published 1999 by Heyne (Germany).

IM TEMPEL DER STILLE  (Temple of  Silence) - An epic story, this book shows readers how to find freedom by meeting the 
inner self  and discovering inner wisdom through meditation, with my illustrations of  modern Chine-
se brush paintings, published 2000 by  Lübbe (Germany).

DER MEISTER   (The Master) – A Novel. The story tells of  a young boy who leaves home to follow his Master to 
search for the treasure of  Life, with my illustrations of  modern Chinese brush paintings, published 
2000 by Hugendubel/Econ (Germany).

BEAUTY FENG SHUI  	 	 How to strengthen health and beauty through simple daily exercises, meditation, visualization and 
imagination, with illustrations, published 2001 by Heyne/Bertelsmann Club (Germany).

VOM GLUECK DER LIEBE UND DER LEBENSFREUDE The Luck of  Love and Happiness of  Life) - Wisdom, with my illustrations of  water color 
paintings, published 2001 by Piper (Germany).

LÄCHELDE LIST   (The Chinese art of  Winning) – 108 Stratagems for personal success, with illustrations, published 
2001by Hugendubel (Germany).
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LOTUSHERZ   (Stratagems for love) – Told through the story of  a young girl who discovers a bundle of  letters from 
her deceased mother. Through the letters she discovers the deepest secrets of  love, with illustrations, 
published 2002 by Hugendubel (Germany).

TAOTE KING   Lao Zi’s masterpiece Tao Te King, first published over 2000 years ago, encloses the complete wisdom 
and philosophy of  Tao. My interpretation of  the book lies in my understanding of  both Chinese and 
Western cultures, which has given this ancient book new life and has made it more accessible, with 
my illustrations of  Tao paintings, published 2003 by Connections Book Publishing (USA, UK).

DIE GLÜCKSBÜCHER   (The books of  Luck) (1-12) – Each small book contains an important life subject; from Love to 
Friendship to Family, readers will discover through the poetic wisdom the happiness of  life, with my 
illustrations of  water colors paintings,  published 2003 by arsEdition (Germany).

DIE GEHEIMNISBÜCHER  (The books of  Secrets) (1-8) –  Each small book contains an important life subject; from Love to 
Friendship to Family, readers will discover through the poetic wisdom the secrets of  life, with water 
colors paintings illustrations, published 2004 by Patmos (Germany).

.

I GING   The world’s oldest book, even older than the Bible. My new translation and interpretation of  this 
masterpiece, together with her Chinese brush paintings, offers readers the chance to enter into this 
ancient oracle, and from it extract guidance for their everyday lives, with brush paintings illustrations, 
published 2005 by Connections Book Publishing (USA,UK).

SONG OF HOPE 	 	 A Chinese family saga about the lives and loves of  three generations of  women. This story sheds 
light on the many faces of  China throughout the last 100 years; from the last Emperor up until mo-
dern China and from the union of  modern China to its ultimate separation, published 2005 by 
Aufbau  - Ruetten & Loening (Germany).

DIE WORTE DES MEISTERS  (The words of  the Master)- Continuation of  the novel “The Master”. After years of  journeying, the 
Master returns to the place where he once said farewell to love. By chance he discovers he has a son. 
Knowing he has to continue on his journey, he leaves behind a book containing the secrets of  life, 
with illustrations, published 2005 by  Ullstein (Germany).

TEMPEL DES TAO  	 (Temple of  Tao) - An inspirational epic of  Tao. Through this work readers can enter the secrets of  
Tao with pleasure and ease, with my illustrations of  Tao paintings, published 2005 by Ullstein (Ger-
many).

REIS IN JADESCHALEN 	 (Rice in a Jade Bowl) - A combination of  prose, story telling and guidance. This book gives readers a 
clear insight into Chinese culture, from Confucianism to Taoism, from Buddhism to Feng Shui and 
from the five element theory to the Chinese Partner Combination, with my illustrations of  calli-
graphies, published 2007 by Ullstein (Germany).
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